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 Respond to long-term coastal erosion

 Protect infrastructure, public access and private 
property and enhance other resources

 Balance trade-offs inherent in seawalls and 
other armoring structures

 Fulfill condition of the California Coastal 
Commission

Objectives of the plan



 Point Pinos Study (2018)

o Limited to Point Pinos, a 0.8 mile stretch of shoreline
o Focus is on completing a formal trail along the 

shoreline

 Local Coastal Program (2019)

o Functionally much broader than the SMP
o Guides the kinds, location and intensity of 

development

Relation to other plans



 Monterey Bay Coastal Trail
 Footpaths
 Stairs for public access
 Roadways (especially Ocean 

View Boulevard)
 Parking areas
 Other infrastructure (sewer 

mains, pump stations, etc.)
 Parks
 Beaches

 Homes
 Hopkins Marine Station
 Wildlife and habitats
 Marine protected areas
 History and archeology
 Recreational opportunities
 Educational opportunities
 Public art
 Views and scenic outlooks
 Aesthetic enjoyment

See the next set of slides:

Resources along the shoreline
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Work to date on the plan

 Review of related plans

 Geologic and hydrologic conditions report

 Coastal vulnerability assessment

 Biological resources report

 Cultural/archaeological resources report

 Community outreach



 Project website  |  PGshoreline.org

 Online survey  |  bit.ly/PGshoreline_survey

 Interactive pinnable map  |  bit.ly/PGshoreline_map

 Stakeholder interviews  |  summary at PGshoreline.org/documents

 Public events |  list at PGshoreline.org/events

 Postcard mailers

 E-newsletters

See the next set of slides:

Community outreach
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 Plan holistically, with a long-term view

 Develop adaptation, retreat and relocation 
strategies

 Accept natural processes, keep the shoreline natural

 Use armoring to protect infrastructure, access, homes

 Provide safe, continuous trails and bikeways

 Maintain the park areas in a better state

Key input from the public



 Provide more information, better interpretation

 Protect habitats and wildlife; eradicate non-native 
plants

 Balance trade-offs in parking

 Protect archaeological and cultural resources

 Protect the coast’s water quality

Key input from the public



Remaining work on the plan

 Management strategies and alternatives (winter 2019)
o Based on community input and technical analyses
o Consider options for public access, parking, utilities, armoring, 

interpretation, wildlife habitat, stormwater management

 Conduct outreach on strategies (spring 2019)

 Develop plan document (spring – summer 2019)
o Draft version, for review by the public
o Final version, for adoption by the City Council and approval by 

the Coastal Commission



See the next set of slides for the 
“quiz” on policy trade-offs that was 
used to guide the group discussion at 
the community open house

Group discussion



Do something about the parking on the ocean 
side of Ocean View Boulevard.

a) Move it landside, to reduce the aesthetic and water-quality 
impacts.

b) It’s fine as it is. Moving it inland will force people to cross the 
road to reach the shoreline.

c) Parking is an essential public-access amenity. We need more of it.

d) Parking is a necessary evil. Provide as little as possible and re-
surface it in an environmentally sustainable way.

Policy quiz  |  Question 1



Develop an interpretive strategy (signage, app, 
website, public art) for the shoreline.

a) Yes, this is an opportunity to educate the public, especially 
visitors, about what makes our shoreline unique.

b) No, this will make more people encroach and trespass, causing 
more disruption to wildlife and natural habitats.

c) Yes, the shoreline is P.G.’s main economic driver; this is a way to 
further develop it in a positive, sustainable way.

d) No, the shoreline is already too crowded; we don’t need to attract 
more visitors.

Policy quiz  |  Question 2



Make Ocean View Boulevard west of 
Esplanade Park one-way.

a) Yes, erosion makes this inevitable. Instead, put in a multi-use trail 
and restore the space to a more natural state.

b) No, this will be a big inconvenience for homeowners and visitors.
c) Yes. But why only from Esplanade Park and not further back?
d) I’ve thought about this a lot and have some specific ideas about 

how this would work.
e) Hmm, I’m ambivalent. I can see both pros and cons.

Policy quiz  |  Question 3



Mystery question
A member of the audience poses

a question, proposes a policy or states a 
position for discussion.

Policy quiz  |  Question 4



One of the most important questions is what 
to do about the shoreline riprap and seawalls.
a) Remove it all: it’s expensive, has negative environmental impacts and 

eventually fails. Keep the shoreline as natural as possible.

b) Continue to armor the shoreline to protect infrastructure, public access 
and private property.

c) It’s not either/or. Armoring is essential in some places; in others, it can 
be removed and infrastructure relocated inland.

d) Keep the armoring where necessary but make it visually appealing and 
consistent and also functional (for example, by integrating stairs into it).

e) I’m ambivalent; I can see both sides of the argument.

Policy quiz  |  Question 5



The shoreline needs a continuous walking trail 
and bikeway.

a) Start by fixing user conflicts on the trail between Hopkins and 
Lovers Point.

b) The main hotspot is at Lovers Point Beach, where the trail 
disappears and cyclists are dumped into the street.

c) The real issue is beyond Lovers Point; the solution is to make 
Ocean View Blvd. one way and put in a multi-use trail instead.

d) Put in bike lanes on Ocean View Blvd. but separate the walking 
trails completely from traffic.

Policy quiz  |  Question 6



What’s going to happen long-term to the 
waterfront homes along Ocean View Blvd.?

a) Raise money somehow to buy owners out gradually and 
turn the area into parkland.

b) Continue to maintain and re-build seawalls in order to 
protect the homes.

c) Don’t do anything; let nature take its course.

d) This is a tough one; let’s put the discussion off for now…

Policy quiz  |  Question 7



Mystery question
A member of the audience poses

a question, proposes a policy or states a 
position for discussion.

Policy quiz  |  Question 8



We really need to do something about that 
sewage pump station near Coral Street.

a) Move it inland, perhaps to Esplanade Park.

b) Leave it where it is and build a protective wall around it.

c) Expand the other pump stations along the shoreline and re-
route the wastewater.

d) Wait—I have another idea!

Policy quiz  |  Question 9



Fewer coastal-access restrictions or more 
restrictions to protect wildlife?

a) The more restrictions, the better: fencing, roping, screens, 
signage, designated access points, etc.

b) Current restrictions are heavy-handed; they turn visitors off 
instead of engaging them.

c) Current restrictions are not excessive; they’re just not well-
designed. We need to be more creative.

d) The current situation strikes the right balance.

Policy quiz  |  Question 10



For questions about the Shoreline 
Management Plan, contact Joyce 
Halabi (City of Pacific Grove) at

(831) 648-5722 or at 
info@PGshoreline.org 


